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Noncommutative Chern-Simons solitons
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The Chern-Simons theories on a noncommutative plane, which are shown to describe the quantum Hall
liquid, are considered. We introduce matter fields fundamentally coupled to the noncommutative Chern-
Simons field. Exploiting BPS equations for the nonrelativistic Chern-Simons theory, we find the exact solu-
tions of multivortices that are closely packed and exponentially localized. We determine the position, the size,
and the angular momentum explicitly. We then construct solutions of two spatially separated vortices, and
determine the moduli dependence of the size and the angular momentum. We also consider the relativistic
Chern-Simons theory and find nontopological solutions whose properties are similar to the nonrelativistic
counterpart. However, unlike the nonrelativistic case, there are two branches of solutions for a given magnetic
field and they cease to exist below a certain noncommutativity scale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The solitons arising in noncommutative theories have
tracted much attention recently@1–17#. These include the
noncommutative monopoles@2,3,11#, the vortices@5,8,14#,
the unstable lower-dimensional D-branes@9,10,16,17#, and
so on. As in the case ofU(2) noncommutative monopole
@2,11#, some of the solutions are smoothly connected to
commutative ones. There are noncommutative solitons s
as (211)-dimensional scalar noncommutative solitons@1#,
which cease to exist in the commutative limit. In the lat
case, the characteristic properties of the noncommuta
solitons largely differ from the ordinary solitons and ha
not been fully explored yet.

Various aspects of the ordinary Chern-Simons solitons
well known thus far@18–20#. In this paper, we would like to
explore the solitons in the noncommutative Chern-Sim
theories. ~Related discussions of noncommutative Che
Simons theories have appeared in Refs.@21–28#.! It was
shown recently that the quantum Hall liquid can be descri
by Chern-Simons theories on the noncommutative pl
@29#. We shall add fundamental matter fields to the syste
which may be viewed as describing the density fluctuati
of the quantum Hall liquid.

We first consider the nonrelativistic Chern-Simons the
on the noncommutative plane, which reduces to
Jackiw-Pi model in the commutative limit@19#. We solve the
Bogomel’nyi-Prasad-Sommerfield~BPS! equations and find
the exact solutions of multi-vortices, which are localized e
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ponentially, carrying integer fluxF5m.0. This is quite
contrasted to the case of the commutative Jackiw-Pi solit
where the matter density falls off only in a certain power
the radius. To study the properties of the noncommuta
solitons, we employ the covariant position operator@30,31#
that describes the real space location of the fluid partic
@29#. With help of this operator, we are able to define gau
invariant position, size and angular momentum of the vo
ces. Hence it is extremely useful to explore the ‘‘loca
properties of generic profiles in spite of the fact that all t
gauge invariant quantities in the noncommutative gau
theories more or less require integration over space.1 In par-
ticular, the moduli size of these noncommutative Che
Simons vortices is found to beAu(m21) and the total an-
gular momentum pkm(m22) where u is the
noncommutativity parameter. The intervortex distance
roughly order ofAu and cannot be squeezed further beyo
the distance. This can be understood as revealing the
preserving nature of the quantum Hall liquid. Thus t
simple exact solutions describe the closely packedm vorti-
ces.

We construct explicitly the two vortex solutions separat
spatially. There are four real moduli parameters, which
scribe the positions of each vortex. We further identify t
moduli dependence of the size of the two vortex configu
tion as well as the angular momentum. Identifying the an
lar momentum at infinite separation as an intrinsic one,

1The Seiberg-Witten map is a way to find the local gauge inva
ant quantities@32#.
©2001 The American Physical Society18-1
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orbital part of angular momentum is found to bepkm(m
21) in the case of the closely packed vortices.

We then study the general solutions of the BPS equat
within the rotationally symmetric ansatz. We show that t
F51 solution above is unique within the ansatz. Except t
F51 solution, we have proven that all the other solutio
within the ansatz ought to carry the flux whose absol
value is greater than unity. Hence it seems clear that
minimal flux in the theory is one for the solitonic sector.

Next we consider the relativistic Chern-Simons mod
@18# on the noncommutative plane. We construct the non
pological solutions, which are quite similar to the nonrelat
istic noncommutative vortices. However, unlike the nonre
tivistic model, there are two branches of the nontopologi
solutions for the same magnetic field and these soluti
cease to exist when the noncommutativity parameter
comes small. We also identify the size and the angular m
mentum and discuss the separation of two vortices.

In Sec. II, we describe the nonrelativistic Chern-Simo
model and derive the BPS equations. In Sec. III, we pres
the closely packed multi-vortex solutions and discuss th
properties. The separations of two closely packed vorti
are studied in Sec. IV by constructing explicitly the solutio
depending on the moduli parameters. In Sec. V, we pr
that, within the rotationally symmetric ansatz, the flux is lim
ited to F>1 or F,21. In Sec. VI, we derive the BPS
equation for the relativistic Chern-Simons model and c
struct the nontopological vortex solutions. The last sect
comprises concluding remarks and discussions.

II. NONCOMMUTATIVE CHERN-SIMONS THEORIES

The noncommutative Chern-Simons theories are
scribed by the Lagrangian

LCS52
k

2E d2xeabgS Aa* ]bAg2
2i

3
Aa* Ab* AgD , ~1!

where the * product is defined by

f ~x!* g~x![@e2 i (u/2)e i j ] i] j8 f ~x!g~x8!#ux5x8 . ~2!

Here and belowu will be taken to be positive without loss o
generality. One may present the theory in terms of opera
on the Hilbert space defined by

@ x̂,ŷ#52 iu, ~3!

where the * product between functions becomes the ordin
product between the operators. For a given function

f ~x,y!5E d2k

~2p!2 f̃ ~k!ei (kxx1kyy), ~4!

the corresponding operator can be found by the We
ordered form of

f̂ ~ x̂,ŷ!5E d2k

~2p!2 f̃ ~k!ei (kxx̂1kyŷ). ~5!
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From the mapping, one may easily verify that*d2x f is re-
placed by 2putr f̂ and ] i f corresponds to2( i /u)e i j @ x̂ j , f̂ #.
Let us introduce the creation and annihilation operators
c†[(1/A2u)(x1 iy) and byc[(1/A2u)(x2 iy), which sat-
isfy @c,c†#51. In order to represent arbitrary operators w
shall use the occupation number basis byO5(Okluk&^ l u
with the number operatorc†c.

In terms of operator-valued fields, the action can
equivalently written as

LCS52pkueabgtrS Aa]bAg2
2i

3
AaAbAgD , ~6!

where hats are dropped for simplicity. We introduce the
variant position operatorXi ,

Xi5xi2ue i j Aj . ~7!

These operators then transform covariantly, i.e.,Xi8
5U†XiU under the gauge transformation

Am→Am8 5 iU †]mU1U†AmU, ~8!

with U satisfying UU†5U†U5I . Written in terms of the
covariant position operator, the Lagrangian becomes

LCS52
pk

u
tr$2e i j Xi~Ẋj2 i @A0 ,Xj # !12uA0%, ~9!

where we dropped total derivative terms. As discussed
Ref. @29#, the positionXi describes positions of fluid par
ticles labeled by the the comoving coordinatesxi . The action
is invariant under the noncommutative gauge transforma
whose continuum version corresponds to the area preser
diffeomorphism. Sincexi is just labels of fluid particles, the
theory describing fluid should be invariant under the relab
ing as far as thexi space~labeling! density of fluid particles
is preserved. The above Lagrangian describes charged
compressible fluid in the low energies. The noncommuta
ity parameteru is related to the the comoving space dens
r0 of the liquid by

r05
1

2pu
. ~10!

Thus in some sense, 2pu is the minimal area for a fluid
particle occupying in the comoving spacexi . The parameter
k is related to the filling fraction by

n[
2pr0

B 5
1

2pk
, ~11!

whereB describes the external magnetic field applied to
quantum Hall liquid with the unit electric charge set to unit

We shall first consider a nonrelativistic matter field min
mally coupled to the noncommutative Chern-Simons te
The system is described by
8-2
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NONCOMMUTATIVE CHERN-SIMONS SOLITONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 025018
L5LCS12putrS iD 0ff†2
1

2
Dif~Dif!†1

1

2uku ~ff†!2D ,

~12!

where we use the fundamental coupling defined byDmf
[]mf2 iAmf. This corresponds to a noncommutative ve
sion of the Jackiw-Pi model. As in the case of the comm
tative version of Jackiw-Pi model, this theory allows the B
bound. To show this, let us first note that the Hamiltonian
given by

E52pu tr S 1

2
Dif~Dif!†2

1

2uku ~ff†!2D . ~13!

This can be rewritten as

E52putrS 1

2
~D16 iD 2!f@~D16 iD 2!f#†6

1

2
e i j DiJ

j

1
1

2uku ~6ukuB2ff†!ff†D , ~14!

whereJi5(1/2i )@Diff†2f(Dif)†#.
Noting the Gauss law

kB5ff†, ~15!

one recognizes that the theory allows the BPS bounds. W
k.0 the BPS equation becomes

~D11 iD 2!f50 ~16!

while

~D12 iD 2!f50 ~17!

for k,0. Since the commutation relation~3! breaks the par-
ity symmetry, there is no obvious mapping between th
two BPS equations. We find that the former allows a sim
localized solution. Hence we shall mainly focus on this ca

Using the covariant position operator, the former B
equations can be written as

K†f2fc†50, 12@K,K†#5
u

k
ff†, ~18!

where we defineK[(X12 iX2)/A2u. These BPS equation
do not involveA0. However, once the BPS equations a
solved,A0 can be determined from the equation of motio

ke i j F0 j5Ji . ~19!

Together with the BPS equations, one finds

A052
ff†

2uku
, ~20!

which agrees with the expression of the commutative c
except for the specific ordering of the field operators.
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III. CLOSELY PACKED MULTIVORTEX SOLUTIONS

The simplem-vortex solutions we found are

f5Amk

u
um21&^0u, K5PmcPm1SmcSm

† , ~21!

where we define the shift operatorSm and the projection
operator, respectively, by

Sm5 (
n50

`

un1m&^nu, Pm5 (
a50

m21

ua&^au. ~22!

The magnetic field of the solution takes the form

B5
m

u
um21&^m21u. ~23!

The flux carried by the vortex isF([utrB)5m. Hence the
solution describesm vortex solutions. The matter density

r[ff†5
mk

u
um21&^m21u, ~24!

is well localized exponentially. This can be seen clearly
one maps the operator to an ordinary function. The densit
mapped to

r5
2mk

u
~21!m21Lm21S 2r 2

u De2r 2/u, ~25!

wherer 25xixi andLn(x) is thenth order Laguerre polyno-
mial. This is quite contrasted to the behaviors of the comm
tative version of the Jackiw-Pi solitons where the dens
falls off only by a certain power of the radius. The magne
field takes quite different form from that of the exact no
commutative solitons of the Abelian Higgs model whereB
5(1/u)Pm . Namely, in case of the Abelian Higgs model, th
field with total fluxm is evenly distributed over fromu0&^0u
to um21&^m21u while it is concentrated on one compone
in the case of the above Chern-Simons vortex.

To study the properties of these solitons, let us first c
sider the size of soliton configuration. This can be measu
in terms of the covariant position operator. The center po
tion is defined as

Ri5
tr Xir

tr r
. ~26!

This definition is gauge invariant whereas trxir/trr does not
lead to a gauge invariant quantity. Evaluating the center
sition of the above solution, one finds thatRi is vanishing for
all m. Translations of the vortex solutions give solutions d
scribing the vortices located at the other position. Unde
translation, the fields transform as

dAi5aj] jAi , df5ai] if. ~27!

We add here the gauge transformation in order to make
changes covariant@33#. In particular, we add the transforma
tion by the gauge parameterdL52aiAi , whose form coin-
8-3
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BAK, KIM, SOH, AND YEE PHYSICAL REVIEW D 64 025018
cides with that of the ordinary gauge theory. Hence the tra
lation is described by the transformation

d̃Ai5aje j i B, d̃f5aiDif. ~28!

The finite form of translation constructed in this manner is
general quite complicated although the corrections occ
only in m3m and m3` sectors ofK and f, respectively.
When m51, the expressions of the translated vortex b
comes particularly simple. It is

f5Ak

u
u0&^au,

K5S1cS1
†1A2u~a12 ia2!u0&^0u, ~29!

where ua& denotes a coherent state defined byua&
[e( i /u)e i j aixj u0&. In fact one may generate solutions locat
at different positions for a generalm with a choice of gauge
parameterdL52(1/u)aie i j xj , which is gauge equivalent to
the above construction. The solution reads

f5Amk

u
um21&^au, K5PmcPm1SmcSm

† 1A2u~a1

2 ia2)Pm , ~30!

with the center positionRi5ai . One may also estimate th
sizeD of the solitons by evaluating

D2[
tr~Xi2Ri !~Xi2Ri !r

tr r
. ~31!

One then finds thatD25u(m21) on the solutions~30!. As
we will see later on, the size here is minimal in some sen
Namely, the vortex cannot be squeezed further. Thus
minimal distance between vortices are of orderAu. Further-
more, the minimal area taken bym vortices scales roughly a
mu. The behaviors are quite contrasted to the noncomm
tive vortices in the Abelian Higgs model@8,14# where any
number of the noncommutative vortices can be at the s
position at least classically. This seems to be closely rela
to the area preserving nature of the underlying quantum H
liquid.

The system is invariant under the rotation where the ro
tion group isSO(2). Theparity is broken, which can be see
from the commutation relation~3!. Thus angular momentum
may be defined by following the Noether construction of t
conserved charges. When we use the ordinary function
scription with the * product, the system is invariant under t
rotation

dAi52xkek j] jAi2e i j Aj , df52xkek j] jf. ~32!

This can be rewritten, in terms of * product, as

dAi52
1

2
~xk* ek j] jAi1] jAi* xkek j!2e i j Aj ,
02501
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df52
1

2
~xkek j* ] jf1] jf* xkek j!, ~33!

where we have used the identity 2xi f (x)5xi* f (x)
1 f (x)* xi in the description of the ordinary functions. Bac
to the operator formulation, the rotations read

dXi52
i

2u
@xkxk ,Xi #2e i j Xj ,

dA052
i

2u
@xkxk ,A0#,

df52
i

2u
@xkxk ,f#. ~34!

We again add a gauge transformationdL52(1/2u)(XkXk
2xkxk) to make the variation covariant@33#. The resulting
transformation of fields are

d̃X52
i

2u
@XkXk ,Xi #2e i j Xj ,

d̃A052
1

2u
D0~XkXk!,

d̃f52
i

2u
~XkXkf2fxkxk!. ~35!

Note that the variationd̃f is covariant too here. The trans
formation ofXi can be written in terms of the variation ofAi

as d̃Ai5
1
2 (XiB1BXi) that is reduced to the expression f

the covariant variation in the commutative gauge theory. T
construction of the corresponding Noether charge is strai
forward. The resulting expression for the angular moment
is

QJ52pu tr S e i j XiJ
j2

u

2
Dif~Dif!†D . ~36!

In the commutative limit in which the second term on t
right side of the above equation is dropped out, this expr
sion reduces to the angular momentum of the commuta
theory in Ref.@19#. Now let us evaluate the angular mome
tum using the solution. One finds

QJ5pkm~m22!. ~37!

The angular momentum scales as the vortex number squ
unlike the case of ordinary Jackiw-Pi soliton where it sca
linearly in m21. Rather this agrees to the angular mome
tum found in the ordinary relativistic model@34#, which
reads

QJ85pkF~2N2F!, ~38!

with N denoting the vorticity. SinceN5m21 andF5m for
our solutions, one finds the agreement. In the next sect
8-4
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NONCOMMUTATIVE CHERN-SIMONS SOLITONS PHYSICAL REVIEW D64 025018
we shall show that the orbital part alone is justpkm(m
21) by studying the separation of vortices.

As will be shown later, there is no further solution ofm
51 within rotationally symmetric ansatz. Hence them51
case above is a unique solution that is rotationally symm
ric. Let us consider possible moduli of them51 solution. In
the commutative case, there are three moduli parameter
the one vortex solution. Two are locations of a vortex a
the remaining is a scale parameter. All of these are relate
symmetry transformations. Namely, the position is genera
by the translation while an arbitrary size can be generated
a scale transformation that is also a symmetry of the mo
In the noncommutative case, we have already found
moduli parameters representing the positions of the vor
The question is what happens to the scale parameter.
cause of the noncommutative scale on which the theor
explicitly dependent, the scale symmetry is no longer a sy
metry of the model. But one may still generate solutions
a given solution by the scale transformation

xi→bxi , t→b2t ~39!

together withu→b2u, where the factorb2 can be understood
from the fact that the noncommutativity scale has a dim
sion of length squared. Unfortunately, the abovem-vortex
solutions are invariant under this scale transformation and
new solutions are generated.2 Hence it seems plausible tha
the m51 solution has only two moduli parameters as t
moduli space of one soliton is in general generated b
symmetry transformation.

IV. SEPARATION OF TWO VORTICES

In order to study the separation of two vortices, we fi
note that the translations of them-coincident vortices in the
last section generate a nontrivial modification of fields o
in m3m andm3` sectors ofK andf, respectively. Since
the separation can be understood as a translation of
vortex, we take an ansatz where

f5 (
a50

m21

ua&^cau, K5 (
a50

m21

(
b50

m21

Vabua&^bu1SmcSm
† ,

~40!

whereuca& refers to a generic state in the Hilbert space
fined by @x,y#52 iu. The BPS equation reduces to

V†f2fc†50, Pm2@V,V†#5
u

k
ff†. ~41!

Now let us considerm52 case. We choose a gauge whereB
is diagonal. The the most general form ofV† takes

V†5q0P21q1u0&^1u1q2u1&^0u, ~42!

2For example,u0&^0u is mapped to 2e2r 2/u and it is clear that it is
invariant under the scale transformation together with the chang
u.
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whereq0 , q1, andq2 are complex numbers. Note that und
a transformation

f→fec†q0* 2cq0, V†→V†2q0P2 , ~43!

the BPS equation is invariant, which corresponds to a tra
lation. Hence one may setq050 without loss of generality.
Solving the first BPS equation is now straightforward. F
f005l1 andf105l2, the general solution reads

^c1u5l1^chu1l2q1^shu, ^c2u5l1q2^shu1l2^chu,
~44!

where we define

^shu5^1u1
q1q2

A3!
^3u1

~q1q2!2

A5!
^5u1•••,

^chu5^0u1
q1q2

A2!
^2u1

~q1q2!2

A4!
^4u1•••.

~45!

Since we take the gauge where the magnetic field is dia
nal, ^c1uc2& ought to vanish, which can be seen from t
second BPS equation. This implies eitherl1 or l2 is zero.
We takel150 andl25l using the residual gauge symm
try that interchangesu0& and u1&. One may further choosel
to be real and positive. Inserting the expressions to the
ond BPS equation, we obtain a set of algebraic equation

B005
1

u
~11uq1u22uq2u2!5

l2

k Uq1

q2
Usinhuq1q2u,

B115
1

u
~12uq1u21uq2u2!5

l2

k
coshuq1q2u. ~46!

Dividing the first equation by the second equation, we ge

11uq1u22uq2u2

12uq1u21uq2u2 5Uq1

q2
Utanhuq1q2u, ~47!

from which one may finduq2u for an arbitraryuq1uP@0,̀ ).
Once we getuq2u for a givenuq1u, l can be determined from
any of the above equation. Whenuq1u50, one findsuq2u
51, which corresponds to the closely packed two vor
solution described in the previous section. From the equa
it is obvious that the maximum ofuuq1u22uq2u2u equals 1.
Let us now show that the minimum ofuq1u21uq2u2 is also 1.
To show this, let us assume thatuq1u21uq2u2,1. Then from
the left-hand side of the above equation, one finds that

11uq1u22uq2u2

12uq1u21uq2u2
.

2uq1u2

12uq1u21uq2u2
.

uq1u2

12uq1u2
.uq1u2.

~48!

Noting tanhuq1q2u/uq1q2u,1, we find that the right-hand side i
smaller thanuq1u2. Hence we get a contradiction. Similarly
one may easily show thatuq1u,uq2u on the solution for all

of
8-5
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uq1u. Furthermore, whenuq1u become large, the differenc
between uq2u and uq1u becomes exponentially small a
;e22uq1u2/2uq1u.

The overall positionRi of this solution is zero. The size o
the configuration is

D25u~ uq1u21uq2u2!>u. ~49!

The last inequality follows from the fact that the minimum
(uq1u21uq2u2) is one as shown above. We further compu
the higher moments

tr@~Xi2Ri !~Xi2Ri !#nr

tr r
5@u~ uq1u21uq2u2!#n. ~50!

In the commutative theory, this kind of behavior for th
higher moments can be found only when two pointli
masses of an equal mass are separated by a distance

d52Au~ uq1u21uq2u2!. ~51!

Hence we conclude that the configuration describes
separated vortices at a distanced. The angular momentum o
the configuration can be found as

QJ52pk@~ uq1u22uq2u2!221#. ~52!

The maximum of the angular momentum occurs at
closely packed solutions in the previous section. The ang
momentum decreases as the separation gets larger an
comes twice of the angular momentum of one vortex ofF
51 in the large separation limit. Therefore one may cons
tently regard each vortex carrying an intrinsic angular m
mentum2pk. The orbital part of the angular momentum
the two vortex case is

Qorb5QJ1mpk52pk~ uq1u22uq2u2!2. ~53!

Thus as claimed before, the orbital part of angular mom
tum becomespkm(m21) for the closely packedm vortices.

Finally let us count moduli parameters of these separa
vortices. There are two real parameters describing the ce
position specified by a complex numberq0 . uq2u is fixed by
uq1u and the real parameterl is completely fixed in terms o
uq1u. Among the argument ofq1 and q2, the relative part
(w12w2) can be gauged away and only the overall par
gauge invariant. In fact, under the rotation defined in E
~35!, q1 and q2 change asq185q1eiw q285q2eiw. Thus we
conclude that the overall argument describes the angular
ordinates in the relative space of the two vortices. In total
have four real moduli parameters which specify the pla
locations of two vortices.

V. GENERAL ROTATIONALLY SYMMETRIC VORTICES

The rotationally symmetric configuration of the noncom
mutative Jackiw-Pi model was studied numerically in R
@26#. Nonetheless we repeat here the analysis to show ce
analytic properties. We first consider the BPS equation w
k.0. We take a generic rotationally symmetric ansatz
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f5 (
n50

`

fnun1m21&^nu, K†5 (
n50

`

kn* un11&^nu,

~54!

for some positive integerm. One may easily verify that the
other choicef5(n50

` fnun&^n1mu does not lead to any so
lutions. The BPS equations then imply that

fn11An115fnkn1m21* ,
~55!

Bn1m215
1

u
~12ukn1m21u21ukn1m22u2!5

1

k
ufnu2,

for n>0 with

ukau5a11, Ba50 for a,m21. ~56!

Defining ukn1m21u5n1vn (>0), one gets a recurrenc
relation

vn112vn5
n1vn

n11
~vn2vn21!, ~57!

for n>1. The initial conditions are identified from Eq.~55!
as 0<v0<m and v12v052v0(m2v0). Since v12v0
<0, vn2vn11 is all nonnegative definite. Hence the seri
vn is either constant or monotonically decreasing. The to
flux here is given byF5m2v` .

There are two special points wherevn is constant. When
v05m, vn5m andfn50 for all n. The flux is zero and this
corresponds to the trivial vacuum solution. Whenv050,
vn50 and ufnu2 is nonvanishing only forn5m21 with a
valuemk/u. This is the closely packed solution we discuss
in the previous section. Except these two cases,v` must be
negative definite. To show this, let us assumev`>0. Since
vn is monotonically decreasing,vn2vn11 is then positive
definite. From the recurrence relation~57!, we have

vn2vn11.
n

n11
~vn212vn!.•••.

1

n11
~v02v1!.0

~58!

for n>1. Summing this forl 51 to n, one finds

v12vn11.~v02v1!(
l 51

n
1

l 11
. ~59!

For largen, the right-hand side diverges as lnn and we get a
contradiction. Hence we get a bound for the total flux as

F5m2v`.m ~60!

whenv0Þ0,m. This proves the claim that the closely pack
F51 solution is unique within the rotationally symmetr
ansatz. The series for 0,v0,m case in general converge
Whether the flux is quantized or not for the generic init
data seems not clear though in Ref.@26# it is claimed that
they found that it is not quantized numerically. In case of t
commutative Jackiw-Pi model, such solutions carrying no
integer flux are excluded by the analyticity requirement
8-6
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though the solutions satisfy locally the equations of moti
We do not know how to implement such analyticity in th
noncommutative case. In this respect, the quantization of
flux numbers are not quite clear. We leave this issue for
future study.

Now let us turn to the case ofk,0. In this case an ap
propriate ansatz will be

f5 (
n50

`

fnun&^n1m21u, K†5 (
n50

`

kn* un11&^nu.

~61!

The other choicef5(n50
` fnun1m&^nu again does not lead

to any solutions. Inserting the ansatz to the BPS equat
for k,0, one gets the recurrence relation

fn11kn5fnAn1m,

Bn5
1

u
~12uknu21ukn21u2!52

1

uku
ufnu2 ~62!

for n>0 with k2150. Eliminatingfn again, we get

vn112vn5
n1m

n1vn
~vn2vn21!, ~63!

where we define againuknu25n1vn>0. The total flux is
then given byF512v` . The initial conditions readv0
>1 andv12v05m(v021)/v0>0. Whenv051, we get the
trivial vacuum solution again, so we shall consider only t
case ofv0.1. vn is monotonically increasing and one ma
easily show thatv`.m11 by a similar way adopted fork
.0. Hence we conclude that any nontrivial vortex solutio
carry the fluxF,21. In summary we have proved tha
within the rotationally symmetric ansatz, theF51 solution
is unique and any other solutions should necessarily carry
flux with uFu.1.

VI. NONTOPOLOGICAL VORTICES IN THE
RELATIVISTIC CHERN-SIMONS MODEL

In this section we shall consider the relativistic Che
Simons model with fundamentally coupled matter describ
by

L5LCS12pu tr@D0f~D0f!†2Dif~Dif!†2V~ff†!#,
~64!

where the potential is

V~j!5
1

k2 j~v22j!2. ~65!

We shall derive here the BPS equation similarly to the c
of the nonrelativistic model. The derivation was done in R
@26#, but we find it incomplete because they assume cer
relations that are unnecessary. To begin with, let us first n
that the Hamiltonian is given by
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E52pu tr@D0f~D0f!†1Dif~Dif!†1V~ff†!#.
~66!

We simply note that the above Hamiltonian can be rewrit
identically as

E52putrFUD0f6
i

k
~v22ff†!fU2

1u~D16 iD 2!fu2

6~ff†2v2!S B2
j 0

k D7
emn

2
Dmj n6v2BG , ~67!

where we define the currentj m as

j m5 i @Dmff†2f~Dmf!†#, ~68!

and uOu2[OO† for any operatorO. Now using the Gauss
law constraint

kB5 j 0 , ~69!

and ignoring the total derivative term, we find

E52pu trS UD0f6
i

k
~v22ff†!fU2

1u~D16 iD 2!fu26v2BD>v2uFu. ~70!

The saturation of the bound occurs if the BPS equations

~D16 iD 2!f50,

D0f6
i

k
~v22ff†!f50 ~71!

hold. Using again the Gauss law, the second equation ca
rewritten as

B56
2

k2 ff†~v22ff†!. ~72!

We shall not explore the full details of the soliton sol
tions present in this model. Instead, we shall focus on
nontopological soliton solutions. For the closely packed
lutions, one has two types of solutions for the same magn
field: They are

f5l6um21&^0u, K5PmcPm1SmcSm
† , ~73!

wherel6 is given by

l6
2 5v2F16S 12

2mk

uv4 D 1/2G . ~74!

The solution of this type exists only foru>2mk/v4. Hence
it is clear that the solution do not exist in the commutati
limit where u goes to zero. The flux is againF5m and the
energy is 2pm v2 that of course saturates the BPS boun
The charge carried by the solution isQ52putrj 052pkm.
The position is defined as
8-7
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Ri[
tr Xi j 0

tr j 0
, ~75!

and the center position vanishes on the solution. The
defined with respect to the charge density isD25u(m21).

The position can be defined with respect to the Ham
tonian densityH:3

RH
i [

tr XiH
tr H , ~76!

which vanishes on the solution. One may also consider
matter distribution size as

DH
2 [

tr~Xi2RH
i !~Xi2RH

i !H
tr H . ~77!

For the vortex configuration, this size of the energy distrib
tion is found to be

DH
2 5~m21!uS 11

~m22!l6
2

mv2 D . ~78!

The value is again zero form51 and there is no differenc
between the two branches form52. For m.2, the ~2!
branch solution has more closely packed; namely, the m
mal intervortex distance is smaller in the~2! branch.

The angular momentum can be found in a similar way
the nonrelativistic case. Under the rotation in Eq.~35!, the
Noether procedure leads to the angular momentum

QJ52pu trS e i j XiT
0 j2

iu

2
@DiD0f~Dif!†

2Dif~DiD0f!†# D , ~79!

whereT0i is the momentum density

T0i52
1

2
@Dif~D0f!†1D0f~Dif!†#. ~80!

The expression again reduces to that of the ordinary fi
theory in the commutative limit. The angular momentu
evaluated on the above solution ispkm(m22). Hence the
solutions describe the closely packedm vortices and their
properties are quite similar to those of nonrelativistic cou
terpart. One thing that is distinct from the nonrelativis
closely packed solution lies in the fact that there are t
types of solutions for the same given magnetic field confi
ration. In the~2! branch solution, nonvanishing componen
of (ff†)nn are centered around the symmetric vacuum wh
the components of~1! branch solution are centered arou
the broken vacuum. Asu grows, the values ofl6 approach

3We define here the Hamiltonian density operator as the cova
quantity inside the trace of Eq.~66!.
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the vacuum values. Whenuv452mk, the two branches co
incide and become just one solution.

The separations of two closely packed solutions can
separated again. The solution takes a form

f5l~q1u0&^shu1u1&^chu!,

K†5q1u0&^1u1q2u1&^0u1Smc†Sm
† .

~81!

The diagonal part of the 232 sector ofK† again describes
the center position and we set it to zero using the tran
tional symmetry. The parameters satisfy the algebraic eq
tions

B005
1

u
~11uq1u22uq2u2!

5
2l2

k2 u
q1

q2
usinhuq1q2uS v22l2U q1

q2
Usinhuq1q2u D ,

B115
1

u
~12uq1u21uq2u2!

5
2l2

k2 coshuq1q2u~v22l2 coshuq1q2u!. ~82!

The number of parameters involved are again four real
rameters. The center position has two real parameters
uq1u and the overall angle ofq1 and q2 are the remaining
moduli. The relative angle can be gauged away anduq2u and
l are determined interms ofuq1u by the above set of the
equations.

VII. CONCLUSION

In this paper we have constructed the solutions of
noncommutative Chern-Simons solitons and investiga
their properties by computing the position, the size and
angular momentum. The nature of the noncommutative v
tices differ from those in the commutative version.

In the case of the closely packed multi-vortex solution
we have considered their moduli separations only for
case of two vortices. For the general closely packed vorti
with m.2, the ansatz taken in this paper leads to a finite
of closed algebraic equations. Though there might aris
little complication, it is worth studying the detailed structu
of their moduli dependence. In particular how the minim
sizem-vortex configurations are achieved in a moduli depe
dent manner would be quite interesting. On the nonrelativ
tic model, one problem unresolved is whether there is
quantization of flux generically. In Ref.@26#, it is suggested
that the flux quantization of the vortex solutions does n
occur if one just require the convergence of the differen
equation. In case of the commutative Jackiw-Pi model, o
the regularity requirement of the solution at the origin lea
to a quantization. We do not know how to understand su
conditions in the noncommutative case. Further study is
quired on the issue. The other issue we omitted in this pa
is on the low energy moduli dynamics. In the commutati

nt
8-8
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Jackiw-Pi model, it is shown that the solitons behave as d
object of the elementary particle excitations@35#. How the
dynamics occurs in case of the noncommutative vorti
need to be clarified. Also in this respect, the quantum na
of elementary excitation would be of interest@36#.

In case of the relativistic model, we have not explored
solitons in the topological sector. The BPS equations sug
that, the solitons in this sector might have some comm
properties with the Abelian Higgs model since they involve
broken vacuum. There are actually models where the B
equations are precisely the same as that of the Abelian H
model @5,8,14#. They are the nonrelativistic models with re
pulsive interactions with the background charge density@37#
or the external magnetic field@38#. Since some of the prop
erties of solutions are known in this case, the study of
n-

y
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li-
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low energy dynamics would be quite interesting.
Note added. The problem in this paper was originally sug

gested by one of the authors@8#. While we were investigat-
ing the subject, a related paper appeared@26#. We found
some overlaps in Sec. V.
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